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turn definition meaning merriam
webster
Mar 26 2024

the meaning of turn is to cause to move around an axis or a
center make rotate or revolve how to use turn in a sentence

turn definition meaning dictionary
com
Feb 25 2024

verb used with object to cause to move around on an axis or
about a center rotate to turn a wheel to cause to move
around or partly around as for the purpose of opening closing
or tightening to turn a key to turn the cap of a bottle to
reverse the position or placement of to turn a page to turn
an egg

turn english meaning cambridge
dictionary
Jan 24 2024

to cause to change the direction in which you are facing or
moving turn right at the traffic lights twist and turn the path
twists and turns for the next half mile we have to turn down
into up the next road on the right plants tend to turn towards



the source of light she turned to face him

turn definition in the cambridge
learner s dictionary
Dec 23 2023

verb uk tɜːn us turn verb move your body add to word list b1
to move your body so that you are facing a different
direction ricky turned and saw sue standing in the doorway
fewer examples she turned to face him turn to face your
partner i get a pain in my back when i turn he would always
turn and wave at the end of the street

turn verb definition pictures
pronunciation and usage
Nov 22 2023

verb tɜːn tɜːrn verb forms idioms phrasal verbs move round
intransitive transitive to move or make something move
around a central point the wheels of the car began to turn i
can t get the screw to turn adv prep the blades of the
helicopter were turning slowly turn something i turned the
knob and pushed the door open

turn wordreference com dictionary



of english
Oct 21 2023

wordreference random house learner s dictionary of
american english 2024 turn tɜrn v to cause to move around
on an axis or about a center rotate object to turn a wheel no
object the wheel wouldn t turn to cause to move around or
partly around object to turn a key in a door no object the key
turned in the lock

turn the tide definition meaning
synonyms vocabulary com
Sep 20 2023

35 000 worksheets games and lesson plans when you turn
the tide you change things usually dramatically and for the
better when a losing candidate starts winning her campaign
manages to turn the tide

turn definition and meaning collins
english dictionary
Aug 19 2023

2 verb when you turn something you move it so that it is
facing in a different or opposite direction or is in a very
different position they turned their telescopes towards other
nearby galaxies verb noun preposition adverb turn the cake



the right way up on to a wire rack verb noun preposition
adverb i turned my jacket inside out

turn to definition meaning merriam
webster
Jul 18 2023

verb turned to turning to turns to intransitive verb to apply
oneself to work act vigorously all hands turn to and build a
church and a jail mark twain examples of turn to in a
sentence no need to turn to violence when we can talk things
out peacefully

turn the tables idioms by the free
dictionary
Jun 17 2023

fig to cause a reversal in someone s plans to make one s
plans turn back on one i went to jane s house to help get
ready for a surprise party for bob it turned out that the
surprise party was for me jane really turned the tables on me
turning the tables like that requires a lot of planning and a
lot of secrecy see also table turn

turn synonyms 348 similar and



opposite words merriam
May 16 2023

verb definition of turn 1 as in to rotate to move something in
a curved or circular path on or as if on an axis turned the
doorknob as quietly as possible synonyms similar words
relevance rotate spin swing twirl twist

to a turn definition and meaning
collins english dictionary
Apr 15 2023

all rights reserved to a turn in american english to just the
proper degree to perfection the steak was done to a turn see
full dictionary entry for turn most material 2005 1997 1991
by penguin random house llc modified entries 2019 by
penguin random house llc and harpercollins publishers ltd
synonyms of to a turn

the byrds turn turn turn to
everything there is a
Mar 14 2023

to everything there is a season audio thebyrdsvevo 23 1k
subscribers subscribed 42k 3 6m views 10 years ago music
video by the byrds performing turn turn to everything there



turn turn turn lyrics the byrds
youtube
Feb 13 2023

turn to everything there is a season often abbreviated to turn
turn turn is a song adapted entirely from the book of
ecclesiastes in the bible with the exception of the last

the byrds turn turn turn youtube
Jan 12 2023

turn embryonicsoul 17 8k subscribers subscribed 120k 21m
views 15 years ago the classic song from the 60s band the
byrds more

turn the tables english meaning
cambridge dictionary
Dec 11 2022

idiom add to word list add to word list to change from being
in a weaker position in relation to someone else to being in a
stronger position the plaintiff s lawyer turned the tables this
morning by producing some strong new evidence



steve bannon urges donald trump
to turn the guns newsweek
Nov 10 2022

follow 0 right wing media personality steve bannon urged
donald trump on thursday to turn the guns on president joe
biden and not focus on judge juan merchan who is
overseeing the former

turn turn turn wikipedia
Oct 09 2022

turn also known as or subtitled to everything there is a
season is a song written by pete seeger in 1959 1 the lyrics
except for the title which is repeated throughout the song
and the final two lines consist of the first eight verses of the
third chapter of the biblical book of ecclesiastes

what did jesus mean when he
instructed us to turn the other
Sep 08 2022

answer in matthew 5 38 39 jesus says you have heard that it
was said eye for eye and tooth for tooth but i tell you do not
resist an evil person if anyone slaps you on the right cheek
turn to them the other cheek also the concept of turning the
other cheek is a difficult one for us to grasp



turn turn turn to everything there is
a season genius
Aug 07 2022

verse 1 a time to be born a time to die a time to plant a time
to reap a time to kill a time to heal a time to laugh a time to
weep chorus to everything turn turn turn there
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